Long-range regulation by distal enhancers is crucial for many biological processes. The 30 existing methods for enhancer-target gene prediction often require many genomic 31 features. This makes them difficult to be applied to many cell types, in which the 32 relevant datasets are not always available. Here, we design a tool EAGLE, an enhancer 33 and gene learning ensemble method for identification of Enhancer-Gene (EG) 34 interactions. Unlike existing tools, EAGLE used only six features derived from the 35 genomic features of enhancers and gene expression datasets. Cross-validation 36 revealed that EAGLE outperformed other existing methods. Enrichment analyses on 37 special transcriptional factors, epigenetic modifications, and eQTLs demonstrated that 38 EAGLE could distinguish the interacting pairs from non-interacting ones. Finally, 39 EAGLE was applied to mouse and human genomes and identified 7,680,203 and 40 7,437,255 EG interactions involving 31,375 and 43,724 genes, 138,547 and 177,062 41 enhancers across 89 and 110 tissue/cell types in mouse and human, respectively. The 42 obtained interactions are accessible through an interactive database enhanceratlas.org. 43
Introduction
approach to predict these relationships. However, the approach ignored the long-range 86 interactions between enhancers and promoters (16) . The 5C experiment demonstrated 87 that only 7% of the enhancer-promoter interactions owned the nearest genes (16) . 88
Correlated activities between enhancers and promoters based on chromatin activity or 89 histone modifications were also used to determine the relationships (14, 15) . Deep 90 analyzing published Hi-C data (e.g. PSYCHIC) was another method to recognize high-91
quality enhancer-promoter interactions (17) . Recently, several machine-learning 92 approaches (e.g. IM-PET, Ripple, TargetFinder, and JEME) were developed, which 93 integrated multiple genomic features to predict the relationships (8-11). However, these 94 approaches were only applied in human and trained with many extra features such as 95 histone modification, transcription factor (TF) binding, evolution, and chromatin 96 accessibility. Therefore, it is hard to apply these methods to other species or tissue/cell 97 types with few available features. 98
In this work, we develop a method called EAGLE, an enhancer and gene learning 99 ensemble method, to predict the enhancer-target relationships. Our approach utilizes 100 only six genomic features so that we can apply the method to many cell types. Some of 101 the features were never used in previous algorithms. For example, we calculated the 102 correlation between the pairwise enhancer activities across cell types based on the 103 observation that many enhancers cooperate to co-regulate target genes. We also 104 considered the numbers of enhancers and genes between the enhancer of interest and 105 the target gene. These features improve the performance of our prediction. Finally, we 106 applied EAGLE to 110 and 89 cell types in human and mouse, respectively. The 107 predicted relationships are integrated into EnhancerAtlas.org so that users can retrieve 108 and visualize them in the enhancer browser. 109
Results

110
A new approach to predict enhancer-target relationships 111
To predict interacting enhancer-target pair in a particular cell type, we built a machine 112 learning approach called EAGLE using the 6 features described below (Fig 1) . The input 113 of the model is the enhancer annotation and gene expression data. The enhancer 114 annotation was obtained from our previous work, in which we integrated multiple 115 genomic datasets to derive a set of reliable enhancer annotation in different tissue/cell 116 types (18). The training data were defined by ChIA-PET datasets in human or Hi-C 117 datasets in the mouse. We defined the positives as the pairs overlapping with ChIA-PET 118
or Hi-C interactions, while the negatives were set as the pairs that had no overlaps with 119 them. Note that for both positive and negative pairs, the distances of their EG were 120 limited within 1Mbp and the selected enhancers and promoters were both active. We 121 tried different machine learning methods (e.g. linear regression, SVM, KNN, 122 Discriminant, Decision tree, and boosting trees) and chose the learning ensemble 123 boosting method, which was with the highest performance among all ( Fig S1) . diverse high-throughput datasets and the expressed levels were estimated using RNA-127 seq data. We utilized six features based on the information of enhancers and gene 128 expression. ChIA-PET or Hi-C datasets were used to define positive and negative EG 129 pairs. Using the labeled pairs, we trained an ensemble classifier, EAGLE, which could 130 predict enhancer-target interactions measured by prediction probabilities. 131 132 133
Six genomic features used to predict EG interactions 134
To make the method applicable to as many tissue/cell types as possible, we did not use 135 the auxiliary information (e.g. histone modification, TF bindings). Only six features were 136 used in EAGLE. These features were tested on 71,118 positive, 71,118 random and 137 71,118 negative EG pairs defined by ChIA-PET data in K562 respectively, and 9732 138 positive, 9,732 random and 9,732 negative ones in GM12878 respectively (Fig 2 and  139   Fig S2) . Here the positive EG pairs were defined as the EG interaction candidates that 140 overlapped with ChIA-PET interactions, while the negative EG pairs were the EG 141 interaction candidates that have no any overlaps with ChIA-PET. To compare with 142 positives and negatives, a certain number of randomly selected EG interaction 143 candidates were taken as the "random" group. 144
Enhancer activity and gene expression profile correlation (EGC).
We expect that 145 the activity of an enhancer and the expression level of the target gene have a certain 146 degree of correlation with each other. We used the score for the enhancer annotation as 147 a proxy of enhancer activity. The expression levels of genes were based on RNA-seq 148 measurement. The correlation was calculated across 110 and 89 cell types for human 149 and mouse, respectively. As shown in Figure 2A , the correlations for the interacting 150 Gene score (GS). We expect that a real EG interaction indicates a strong activity in the 154 interacting gene. Therefore, the gene score, which reflected the expression level of the 155 target genes in a particular cell type, is also a useful feature to determine the active 156 enhancer-target gene relationship. As expected ( Fig 2B) , the genes interacting with 157 enhancers have a higher expression level than those without interaction with enhancers. 158
Distance (DIS). The linear genomic distance played an important role in defining the 159 enhancer-target pairs. Generally, positive EG pairs have much shorter distances than 160 negative EG pairs ( Fig 2C) . In K562 and MCF-7, the median genomic distances of the 161 positive pairs are 46,934 bp in K562 and 37,556 bp in MCF-7, while the median 162 distances of the negatives are 468,448 bp in K562 and 490,667 bp in MCF-7 ( Fig 2C  163 and Fig S2) . The distribution for EG distances in positives is also different from the one 164 in negatives ( Fig S3A) . However, the distances in real EG pairs are still much larger 165 than those in pairs with the nearest genes (p=0, t-test), suggesting that we cannot 166 predict the EG pairs simply based on the nearest genes ( Fig S3E) . These results 167 indicated that the genomic distance between the interacting enhancer and promoter 168 was a very discriminative feature that can distinguish the positives from negatives or 169 pairs with the nearest genes. Enhancer window signal (EWS). We defined the EWS as the mean enhancer signal in 184 the window between EG. Since most enhancers do not interact with the nearest genes, 185
we wonder whether the information of other enhancers located between the enhancer 186 and gene of one EG pair plays an important role. We observed that the signal of 187 enhancers between EG increases with the enlargement of the EG distance, so we 188 normalized the enhancer signal between EG by the distance. Interestingly, the 189 normalized EWS in true EG pairs (positives) is significantly higher than that in false EG 190 pairs (negatives) ( Fig 2D) .
Gene window signal (GWS). Similarly, we also calculated the gene activity between 192
the enhancer and gene of each pair. GWS is the summation of gene expression level 193 divided by the distance between EG. We discovered that the GWS for interacting pairs 194 is much higher than those in non-interacting pairs (Fig 2E) . 195
Weight of enhancer-enhancer correlations (WEEC). Multiple enhancers often 196
cooperated to co-regulate the target genes (19). We calculated the correlation 197 coefficient between the enhancers across all tissue/cell types. As shown in Figure 2F , 198
interacting enhancers tend to have a higher correlation with other enhancers than the 199 non-interacting enhancers. 
Performance evaluation of EAGLE 210
To evaluate the performance of EAGLE, we performed both self-testing and across-211 sample testing. The area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUROC) curve 212 and the area under the Precision-Recall (AUPR) curve were both used to measure the 213 performance (20). In the self-testing, we used one-half of the data for training and the 214 other half for testing. This test was applied for K562 and MCF-7, respectively. The 215 performances with the AUROC and AUPR values in K562 reached 95.65% and 95.28%, 216 respectively ( Fig 3) . We also developed the model in MCF-7 and the performance 217 could reach 93.25% and 91.98% for AUROC and AUPR, respectively (Fig 3) . For the 218 cross-sample validation, K562 data was trained to build the prediction model and 219
GM12878 was used for testing. EAGLE also has an excellent performance with 93.38% 220 for AUROC and 92.36% for AUPR in across-sample tests ( Fig S4A) . Similar results 221
were obtained if we used other cell lines for training ( Fig S5) . EAGLE also works well 222 with the unbalanced datasets. For example, using unbalanced data with a ratio of 1:5 223 between positives and negatives in GM12878, EAGLE still got good performances of 224 93.27% and 72.89% for AUROC and AUPR, respectively ( Fig S4B) . 225
We then compared EAGLE with other four existing methods: JEME, IM-PET, 226
TargetFinder, and Ripple. All the methods built the models using the ChIA-PET or Hi-C 227 data from K562 (See methods). This comparison was made on the predictions in 228
GM12878. EAGLE has the AUROC of 93.08%, while JEME, Ripple, IM-PET and 229
TargetFinder have the corresponding values of 90.77%, 87.05%, 78.77%, and 83.39% 230 respectively ( Fig 4A) . Similarly, EAGLE has a better performance in terms of the PR 231 curve ( Fig 4B) . The results of other cell lines also demonstrated that EAGLE 232 outperformed other existing methods ( Fig S6) . The method permuting out-of-bag predictor observation was adopted to evaluate the 242 relative importance of each feature. All features showed good robustness with effective 243 importance (>=0.05) across all cell lines. Some features such as DIS contribute >=38% 244 in all cells. However, some features such as WEEC and EWS have different importance 245 in different cells. 246 247
Importance of each feature in each cell type 249
It is clear that each feature contributes to the prediction. With an increasing number of 250 features, the prediction performance increases ( Fig S4 and S7 ). We then calculated the 251 importance of each feature in four cell lines with enough ChIA-PET data for training. 252
Using the permutation of out-of-bag predictor observation, which is similar to leave-one-253 out method, we estimated the relative importance of the features in each cell ( Fig 5) . 254
Each feature was robust with effective importance (>=0.05) in each cell. Interestingly, 255 some features performed very different importance in different cells. For example, 256 WEEC has small importance with 0.05 in MCF-7, while its importance reached 0.18 in 257 K562 ( Fig 5) .
eQTL enrichment in putative EG interactions 259
We then used independent genomic information to validate the prediction. We used a 260 series of genomic variables that were not used as features for prediction and compared 261 these variables between the predicted positives and negatives. The first genomic 262 variable we used is the eQTLs from GTEx portal (https://gtexportal.org) (21), which are 263 the genetic variants that are likely to regulate the gene expression. Since eQTLs 264 connected cis-regulatory elements to target genes, we asked whether the relationships 265 identified by the eQTLs could be recovered by our prediction. We first collected eQTLs 266 data from eight tissue types, including spleen, skeletal muscle, pancreas, ovary, lung, 267 liver, left ventricle, and HMEC. These are the tissue types that overlap between our 70 268 predicted tissue/cells and 48 tissues with eQTL data. We calculated the percentage of 269 predicted enhancer-target pairs that contain the eQTL relationships and compared the 270 percentages between interacting and non-interacting enhancer-target pairs. We found 271 that the predicted interacting pairs have a much higher percentage of containing eQTL 272 relationships than the non-interacting pairs ( Fig 6A) . For example, in the spleen, 2.9% 273 and 0.2% of enhancer-target pairs were reproduced by eQTLs in positive and negative 274 datasets, respectively. Similarly, in the pancreas, 18.3% and 1.5% of enhancer-target 275 pairs were reproduced by eQTLs in predicted positive and negative datasets, 276
respectively. Furthermore, the eQTLs overlapping with non-interacting enhancer-target 277 pairs are much less statistically significant than those overlapping with interacting 278 enhancer-target pairs ( Fig 6B) . If we ignore the tissue specificity of the eQTLs and 279 combined the eQTLs from all 48 tissues, we found that these combined eQTLs were 280 enriched in interacting enhancer-target pairs for 70 human cell lines/tissues ( Fig 6C) . 
Validation of predicted interactions using genomic features 292
We then assessed whether the enhancers interacting with promoters and those not 293 interacting with promoters have distinct characteristics. We examined a series of 294 genomic features and compared their intensities (or frequencies) between interacting 295 and non-interacting pairs in GM12878. For the enhancers, we examined three features 296
H3K27ac, H3K4me1, and H3K9ac, while for the promoters we examined H3K4me3 (Fig  297   7) . These histone marks represent active transcriptional activation (9, 10, 22), while 298 CTCF and RAD21 are involved in the genomic looping that connects enhancers and 299 their target genes (23). The intensities of the three histone marks on enhancers were 300 higher in the interacting enhancers than those in the non-interacting enhancers. 301
Similarly, CTCF, RAD21, and H3K4me3 occurred more often at interacting promoters 302 than non-interacting promoters (Fig 7) . Taken together, histone marks and relevant 303 factors suggested that our prediction of enhancer-target relationships were likely 304 biologically functional. The p-value and log base 2 fold change (L2FC) in each plot indicated the statistically 314 significant difference between interacting elements and non-interacting ones. 315 316 317
Application to mouse and human tissue/cell types 318
We applied the EAGLE to predict enhancer-target relationships in mouse cells/tissues. 319
For this purpose, we first determined the enhancer consensus in mouse cells/tissues by 320 integrating various genomic datasets using the approach we developed (18) ( Fig 8A) . 321
More than 6,000 high-throughput datasets were collected from ten high-through 322 approaches ("Histone", "TF-Binding", "DHS", "FAIRE", "CAGE", "EP300", "POL2", 323 "MNase", "GRO-seq", and "STARR") across 156 cell/tissue types (See Table S1 and 324 data source in link http://www.enhanceratlas.org/download2.php). Many high-through 325 approaches have been applied in many tissue/cells ( Fig 8B) . To ensure a high quality of 326 enhancer annotation, only cell/tissue types with at least three independent experiments 327 were selected for enhancer prediction (Fig 8C) . By cross-validating the datasets and 328 assessing the data quality for each cell/tissue types, we identified total 2,811,699 329 enhancers for 156 cell types. Of the 156 cell types, 89 were found with the RNA-seq data available. We then 341 predicted enhancer-target relationships in these cell types using EAGLE. We used the 342 lung Hi-C data to train the model. The selected genomic features showed a significant 343 difference between positives and negatives ( Fig S8) . In the self-testing, the performance 344 of the model trained by mouse lung achieved 91.57% and 87.95% measured by 345 AUROC and AUPR, respectively. The across-sample test on spleen also displayed high 346 performances of AUROC and AUPR as 93.34% and 91.96%, respectively ( Fig 9A, Fig  347   S9 ). With this model, we predicted total 7,680,203 relationships involving 31,375 genes 348 and 138,547 enhancers in the 89 cell types. On average, 86,294 relationships were 349 identified in each cell type. Similarly, we applied EAGLE to the human genome. We have identified 2,534,123 360 enhancers in 105 human cell types in our previous work (18). We then used EAGLE to 361 predict enhancer-target relationships. In total, 7,437,255 enhancer-target gene 362 relationships involving 43,724 genes and 177,062 enhancers were predicted in 110 363 tissue/cell types. These enhancer-target relationships can be queried and visualized in 364
EnhancerAtlas.org. 365
We examined the enhancer-target relationships across 35 representative cell types in 366 the mouse. As demonstrated in Figure 9B , the majority of the relationships were indeed 367 tissue specific. Specifically, 53.0% and 19.2% of interactions occurred in one and two 368 cell types, respectively. We performed the similarity analysis and identified some patterns of interactions across 377 cell-types and tissues (Fig. 10) . We found that similar tissue types tend to have similar 378 EG interactions. For example, the blood cell lines showed higher similarities among 379 themselves, while other tissues showed lower similarities with the other tissue/cell lines. 380 381
Runtime of the EAGLE 382
EAGLE is faster than other tools. For predicting 388,090 candidate EG interactions in 383 GM12878, EAGLE only took about only 2 minutes on Dell processor with 10 CPUs and 384 memory of 32GB, while Ripple, TargetFinder, IM-PET, and JEME require ~10, ~50, 385 ~120, and ~140 minutes, respectively. 386
Discussion
387
Although several computational methods have been developed to predict EG 388 interactions, these methods often require specific features (8-11). Therefore, these 389 methods cannot be widely applied to many tissues, cell lines, or cell types. To predict 390 the EG interactions in many tissue/cells, we developed a method that requires a small 391 number of features, which are mainly derived from enhancer annotation and gene 392 expression. Comparing with other tools, our method, EAGLE, has the following 393 novelties: (1) The enhancers were integrated from multiple enhancer-related high-394
through approaches, while the other tools (e.g. JEME, targetFinder, IM-PET, and 395 RIPPLE) often predicted enhancers from a single technology (e.g. H3K27ac/H3K4me1 396 histone modification) (8-11, 24). We ensured the quality of enhancers. cross-sample validation showed that they could greatly improve the performance, 402
suggesting the usefulness of these new features ( Fig S4) . We also evaluated the 403 effective importance of each feature by measuring the impact of permuting out-of-bag 404 feature observation on the whole performance. These features have varying levels of 405 contribution to the performance. Some features (e.g., H3K4me1) showed a limited 406 difference between positives and negatives. However, the result indicated all six 407 features have an effective contribution to the overall performance. 408
The distance between the enhancers and their potential targets is the most informative 409 feature in the prediction. However, we are not able to separate the positives and 410 negatives solely based on the feature. First, it is obvious that positive and negative pairs 411 have a large overlap in distance distribution ( Fig S3A) . Second, if we use DIS as the 412 only prediction feature, the area under ROC are 89.86% in self-test and 88.51% in 413 cross-sample test. In contrast, if we include all the six features, the corresponding 414 values are 95.65% in self-test and 93.38% in cross-sample test (Fig S3B and C) . Third, 415 the distances in positive EG pairs are still much larger than those between the 416 enhancers and the nearest genes, suggesting that we cannot predict the EG pairs 417 simply based on the nearest genes. Finally, like DIS, other features such as EGC, GS, 418
and WEEC, could also reflect the tissue specificity of enhancer-gene interactions. In fact, 419 we analyzed the importance of different features and found that DIS contributed 47% to 420 the overall performance ( Fig 5) . 421
Among the six features, the enhancer-gene correlation (EGC) and enhancer-enhancer 422 correlation (WEEC) were based on multiple cell types. However, they are still 423 informative to predict tissue-specific interactions. For example, if the activity of one 424 enhancer is correlated with one gene, it does not mean that the enhancer regulates the 425 gene in all the cell types. The enhancer might only regulate the genes in the cell types 426
where both the enhancer and the gene show high activity. The interactions do not occur 427 in other cell types, although the information obtained from these cell types help us to 428 establish the correlation. 429
We chose 1Mbp as the length of the scanned region because previous studies indicated 430 that >99% of the real EG interactions were with a distance less than 1Mbp (8, 11). Our 431 own analysis of ChIA-PET data also indicated that the number of genomic interactions 432 decreases quickly with the increasing genomic distance ( Fig S3D) . Only 0.03% of 433 genomic interactions were found to be from two regions with a distance greater than 434 1Mbp. We performed the EG interaction prediction with various cutoffs (Fig S3D) . The 435 number of positive interactions starts to saturate after 1Mbp, while the number of false 436 positives keeps increasing. Indeed, similar scanned regions were used for many other 437 prediction tools (e.g. IM-PET and JEME). Therefore, we believe that 1Mbp will cover the 438 majority of EG interactions and has little impact on the predictions. 439
The two features EWS and GWS seem not very intuitive in this work. One important 440 lesson we learned from enhancer biology is that enhancers are not necessary to 441 regulate the nearest genes. There could be several other genes or enhancers located 442 between the enhancers and their targets. We were interested in whether the number of 443 genes (or enhancers), or the activity of these genes (or enhancers) could be informative 444 features to predict enhancer-target relationships. After exploring different quantities, we 445 found that EWS and GWS are useful in prediction. These two terms basically described 446 the enhancer (or gene) activity normalized by the distance between an enhancer and 447 target gene. In other words, if an enhancer interacts with a promoter, there are more 448 active enhancers (or genes) between the interaction pair. 449
We could include more genomic features to improve the prediction. For example, we 450 could include DNA binding motifs as additional features. However, it is a trade-off 451 between adding more features and better prediction. If a program requires more 452 features, it will become less flexible in practice because people often have limited 453 datasets for a particular cell type. The selection of these six features is based on the 454 availability of the datasets. For example, RNA-seq is widely used in labs and we expect 455 people usually have the data available. We believe that more and more data types will 456 become readily available and popular in the future. We will update the EAGLE by 457 including more informative and easily accessible genomic features. 458
Multiple lines of evidence suggested that our prediction of enhancer-target interactions 459 is reliable. We used the relevant histone modifications, ChIP-seq for TFs and eQTL 460 enrichment to validate them. Unlike the non-interacting enhancers, the predicted 461 interacting enhancers are significantly enriched for H3K27ac, H3K4me1 and H3K9ac 462 modifications. Similarly, promoters in putative interactions also showed generally much 463 higher signals than non-interacting ones in RAD21, CTCF, and H3K4me3 marks. We 464 integrated genome-wide eQTL data across 48 tissues to detect the genotype-phenotype 465 associations in DNA interactions and compared them with our predicted interactions. 466
The results showed that many predicted positives were supported by eQTLs, much 467 higher than the predicted negatives. This result indicates that the enhancers interacting 468 promoters have distinct properties than those do not interact with promoters. 469
We believe that the model captures the general rule for the interactions and the input 470 data (e.g., gene expression and enhancer annotation) for each cell line contain the 471 tissue specificity information. Therefore, even if our model was trained on a few cell 472 types, the model can still be used to predict EG interactions in a variety of cell types. To 473 demonstrate our point, we trained the models using cell lines of GM12878, MCF-7, and 474
HeLa-S3, respectively (Fig. S5 ). We then predicted EG interactions in GM12878 using 475 enhancers and expression data in GM12878 as input. The predicted EG interactions in 476 GM12878 using these three models showed that each model predicted similar percent 477 (around 11%) of positives overlapping with whole blood eQTLs and this percentage was 478 much higher than that (~7%) in other tissues, as well as that (around 0.7%) in negative 479 controls (Fig. S10) . These results indicated that the tissue-specific EG interactions were 480 mainly achieved from the tissue-specific input data (e.g., enhancer annotation and gene 481 expression), while the predicted model contained the general rules of EG interactions 482 regardless of the cell line that was used to build the model. 483
In conclusion, we developed a common predictor requiring only the basic enhancer and 484 gene information. With a simple input, our tool can be easily applied to predict 485 interactions among new cis-regulatory genomic regions in new tissue/cells where not 486 enough data are needed. The genome-wide predictions for human and mouse are 487 available as a web resource at http://www.enhanceratlas.org/. 488
Materials and methods
489
Identification of enhancers and genes 490
Previous tools (e.g. JEME, TargetFinder, and RIPPLE) selected ChromHMM-predicted 491 active enhancers by the chromatin state segmentation as the gold standard for training 492 enhancers (9-11, 24). The enhancers defined by ChromHMM were based on histone 493 modifications (24). Besides histone modification, many other high-throughput 494 approaches (e.g. EP300, DHS, and CAGE) could also identify enhancers. To obtain 495 reliable enhancers, we used ten independent high-throughput experimental tracks to 496 identify the consensus enhancers by an unsupervised learning method (18). The high 497 throughput approaches used to define enhancers include "TF-binding", "DHS", "Histone", 498 "EP300", "POLR2A", "CAGE", "FARIE-seq", "MNase", "GRO-seq", and "STARR". Finally, 499
we obtained 2,370,159 and 1,351,219 enhancers from all 110 and 89 tissue/cell types 500 for human and mouse, respectively. We used the synthesized signal intensities from 501 different genomic profiling as a proxy for the enhancer activity. 502
To estimate the gene expression values, we collected the RNA-seq from GEO datasets, 503 (1)
Where Score e (i) and Score g (i) represent the signal of enhancer and gene in i th 521 tissue/cell type, respectively, while Score e ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ and Score g ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ mean the average signal of 522 enhancers and the average signal of genes across all tissue/cell types, respectively. 523
GS.
For each tissue/cell, we define GS as the gene FPKM score in the processed RNA-524 seq data file. Since enhancers are the distal cis-regulatory elements that activate gene 525 transcription, the gene scores in EG interactions should be generally higher than the 526 ones in non-interacting pairs. By the empirical data in K562, the expression levels of 527 genes in enhancer-target relationships are significantly different from the ones in non-528 interacting pairs (median values 4.743 vs. 0.289; p-value = 5.1e-31). Similarly, the 529 difference in MCF-7 cells is also significant (median value 5.798 vs. 0.348; p-value = 530 2.0e-28). 531 DIS. This feature was defined as the genomic distance between the gene transcription 532 start site and the enhancer. 533 EWS. Since only 7% of enhancer-promoter interaction loops selected the nearest gene 534 for regulation (16), we expect that many active enhancers are located between the 535 enhancer-target pair of interest. Assume that enhancers located in the window 536 between the enhancer and gene of one EG pair, and then EWS can be defined as: 537
(1 ≤ ≤ )
Where e i , L e i and L window represent the average signal of enhancer , the length of 538 enhancer and the length of the whole window, respectively. In K562, the value of EWS 539 for positive pairs shows a significant difference from the negative ones (Median values 540 0.241 vs 0.049; p<2.2e-16). 541 GWS. Similar to EWS, we assume m genes located in the window and the gene window 542 signal for the genes located between the enhancer and gene of one EG pair is defined Where e i ( ) and e j ( ) represent the signals of the ith and the jth enhancers in the th 554 tissue/cell type, respectively, while e i ̅ and e j ̅ mean the average signals of the ith and the 555 jth enhancers across all n tissue/cell types. 556 pe/signal/jan2011/bedgraph/). The density analysis and heatmap for enhancers and 623 promoters were based on the 2.5 kb window around the center of the enhancers and 624 TSS of genes, respectively. For eQTL, we used the latest data named "GTEx Analysis 625 V7" (https://gtexportal.org/home/datasets). In the GTEx database, q-value was used to 626 decide the genes significantly associated with the genetic variance (21). 627
Software implementation 628
EAGLE was implemented in Perl and Matlab with learning ensemble methods. All the 629 codes are put in the GitHub website https://github.com/EvansGao/EAGLE. 630
